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Need to Remain Agile and Nimble

Investors Need to be Assured

The necessity for speed should be accompanied by robust yet agile
methods to ensure accountability on key leadership roles

The management’s commitment to the principles of integrity and
transparency in business operations is one important aspect

According to Mr. Naresh

Jhangiani, Global Head–HR at Satyam
BPO, the current global business environment is awash with frequent
sweeping changes and intermittent
short term volatility. This requires
corporations to have an inherent need
to be nimble and more agile than ever
before to mitigate growth risks in this
ever changing world.
The key to corporate governance in
today’s context, as per Mr. Jhangiani,
lies in creating a framework that enables speed and agility for the corporation and its various stakeholders. The
necessity for speed should be accompanied by robust yet agile methods to
ensure accountability on key leadership roles, alongwith strategies and
decisions in order to retain and foster
stakeholder confidence.
Mr. Jhangiani says that agile executive decisions always stand the risk
of bordering speculation in response
and anticipation to any changes in the
business environment. Traditional processes of corporate governance may
fail many a times to cope up with such
challenges consistently and fall prey
to some speculative leaders who lack
the integrity and values associated
with good leadership during troubled
times like now.
The traditional forms of internal
control frameworks still hold good
in today’s troubling times and they
only need to be enabled for better
performance with modern technology and decision support systems. It
is important to track the frameworks
on a regular basis to ensure visibility
for the boardroom and at the same
time ensure that ample empowerment
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is provided to the leader. The adoption governance model will act as a deterof such frameworks varies by great de- rent to others. Therefore, it is essengrees across the board and across var- tial that organisations should try to
ied industries. Such a situation makes internally strengthen their corporate
audit, analysis and regular governance governance model to ensure that the
and statutory reporting of such frame- loopholes are plugged.
works all the more important.
Giving his views on a survey carOn asking Mr. Jhangiani to comment ried out by Hewitt Associates in 2008
on the recent collapse of the American which reflected the ratio between the
financial majors and the impact this pay packets of top management and
development has had on other global entry level white-collared employees
firms, and more specifically their to be averaging around 19 times in
Board of Directors, he said, “I see the India, Mr. Jhangiani said that this is
American financial meltdown as not perhaps a result of the high growth
the failure of governance frameworks shown by organisations, reflected in
but rather a failure of executive and the growth of the people who work
statutory oversight. Boards should towards achieving the same. The high
expect and anticipate such failure of growth rate shown by India Inc. in the
statutory oversight and enforce regu- last two decades has created a huge
lar and effective reviews of crucial demand for able leaders to help sustain
executive decisions. The Boards need the high growth. The competitiveness
to be more agile and active than ever in India Inc. ensures a high risk, high
before in these troubled
growth situation which in
times to ensure continued
turn results in high develstakeholder confidence.” agile
opment and high rewards
for those who work toHe further went on to executive
emphasise that one of the decisions
wards ensuring the same
biggest challenges today is always stand
across the organisation.
to ensure the percolation the risk of
This growing competiof compliance measures bordering
tion has certainly been a
across all employees of the speculation
boost to growth of organiorganisation. Satyam BPO, in response to
sations and its employees,
for example, has come up changes in the
but at the same time, one
should remember that
with a set of ‘custom mea- business
sures’ to help ensure adbusiness growth is synherence to the corporate governance onymous with change. And in busimodel. These measures and regula- ness, this change may not always be
tions are tracked on a monthly basis favourable. The current economic crisis
and adherence is checked through the is also a change which needs to be adcustom trackers.
dressed and accepted. For employees to
Mr. Jhangiani also believes that per- be able to counter this crisis and come
haps the practice of penalising those out of it successfully, employees must
who try to get around the corporate be ready to move with the change.thf

Putting forward a global per-

spective on corporate governance and
the importance of its adherence in the
light of the current crisis, Mr. Kelvin
Ng, Director, Acacia Design Consultants
(based at Singapore) gave an outsiders’
opinion of the impact on India as the
company operates in the global market
with a considerable presence in Chennai.
He opines that for emerging markets,
corporate governance most importantly
represents a framework of values, ethics
and morals within which business decisions should be made. This is particularly
critical for India as it is an increasingly
attractive overseas investment destination. Investors need to be assured that
apart from their capital being effectively
handled, business decisions are made
without moral hazard. In this respect
corporate governance should be defined
as transparency in decision-making that
ensures accountability while safeguarding investor interests.
Mr. Ng believes that management’s
commitment to the principles of integrity
and transparency in business operations
is one important aspect. The second, not
surprisingly, has to do with the legal
and the administrative framework created by the government. Good corporate
governance certainly cannot follow if the
public governance is weak. At the end of
the day, global standards of corporate
governance can be inducted into the Indian corporate scene but ultimately, effectiveness depends upon commitment
of the people within the organisation.
His feels that there has been a considerable impact on the Indian economy
owing to the recent crises in the American financial majors. The financial services have been the largest spenders on

technology. Indian IT companies have performance objectives as applicable to
extensively relied on Wall Street to individual. Bonuses are calculated on the
strengthen balance sheets, build up their basis of profitability and growth of the
talent base and increase their share in company. These measures are important
the GDP. The new realities would include as companies who have growth without
slower business growth and job cuts. profitability or vice versa are usually less
In the IT sector as well as the broader desirable investment options.
market there may be a halt in hiring
He confirms that globalisation has
and potential job losses as one would certainly affected the salaries of top exexpect the business process outsourcing ecutives which have grown more quickly
sector to be affected as well, given the as compared to mid-level salaries. This
increasing reduction in volume of work is the case as there is a higher supply
of talent at the entry level, where the
expected if this crises persists.
Further talking about the major pri- basic level of skill is required. On the
orities and policies with respect to cor- other hand, the talent crunch at the top
porate governance that should be high- management level has probably resulted
lighted at any organisation, Mr. Ng gave in pushing up their pay packets. Mr. Ng
an example of his own organisation. He also believes that with Indian companies
said that at Acacia, the company’s most going global, the demands on their CEOs
important priorities include enhancing are matching up with those of global
and strengthening the corporate gover- MNCs which further becomes a reason
nance through the continued improve- for raising pay of Indian CEOs.
ment of the management
In fact, Mr. Ng is of the
opinion that, given this
transparency, efficiency indian IT
era of globalisation, there
and fairness—that earns companies
the company a strong confi- have relied
should be no discrepancy in
dence of their customers and on Wall Street
the compensation of Indiother stakeholders. These to strengthen
an CEOs and global CEOs.
But at the same time he
are officially ingrained as balance sheets,
part of the corporate brand build up talent
sympathises with the emvalues and tested for compli- base and
ployees who lost their jobs
ance through regular man- increase share
during the current crises.
agement reviews. He adds in the GDP
He says there is a need for
that an organisation needs
adjustment in terms of atto undertake treatment of symptoms as titude and expectations within the fiwell as causes, given the fact that there is nancial industry. There have been major
realistically no perfect programme that structural changes in the way large-scale
can be initiated to effectively root out employers respond to the economy. Wagall the causes.
es are more market-adjustable than in
Talking about how compensation is the past and that may save some head
decided at the chief executive level, Mr. count but certainly one can consider the
Ng said that at Acacia, the total com- lavishness and hedonistic way of Wall
thf
pensation reflects the difficulty of the Street as a thing of the past.
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